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music for dreams 

world of apples - the cows at jodrell bank 
calm - light years 
moby - memory gospel 
banzai republic - in my home 
mos def - umi says 
ralph myerz & the jack herren band - nikita 
ganga - hifi love 
dr. rockit - cafe de flore 
metro area - caught up 
nils petter molvapr - merciful (herbert’s we mix) 

radiohead - climbing up the walls (zero 7 mix) 

state river widening - your chance ended there 
cantoma - early till late 

bliss - the suns of afterlife 
Itj x-perience - moon beat 
silent poets - to come 
bent - cylons in love 
klint - closer 
royksopp - eple 
j-walk - soul vibration 
gotan project - triptico 
st. germain - rose rouge 
trans-global underground fpat. Natacha Attas - sky giant 
intro - zambra 
fingathing - you fly me 
grassskirt - on my own 
marcel - promiseland 
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“Dreams are a retreat 

that you shouldn’t 

underestimate.” 



Kenneth Bciger 



Music For Dreams, say what? 

“It does what it says on the tin,” exclaims Kenneth Bager, DJ, label manager, 

Copenhagen based, so-called ‘Pet6 Tong* of Scandinavia, and 

bespectacled Great Dane. “Call it atmospheric, lounge - wherever you go 

back in time, right back to even the 1920’s, there was chill-out music... think 

about Satie’s‘furniture music’.” 

A deep and bottomless pit of musical knowledge, Bager could talk the arse 

off John Peel on music from the Second World War onwards, particularly 

when it comes to music of the horizontal variety. His freakish trainspotterism 

extends to over a hundred homeburnt CDs and tapes he’s mixed himself in 

his bedroom - scouring the dusty archives of leftfield music, which in part 

were the inspiration for this collection and, ultimately, label. The resulting 

cream of the crop adds up to Music For Dreams, a sonic kaleidoscope 
of musical tones and colours: a very personal mixtape, but one that 

anyone can relate to. 

“It’s for people who want to escape from all the usual radio fodder,” reasons 

Kenneth. What a thoroughly thoughtful chap. “They can access and listen 

to emotional and calm music... Moby was asked why he thought his recent 

album sold so well and he said the only way to explain it was that “Play” is a 

very emotional record... and people do need emotional music.” 

“Music For Dreams will be a label without any musical boundaries. It will by 

definition be against segregation. It will have no style... but with all styles: 

dub, electronica, jazz, world music, drum & bass, classical, house, film 

scores - the listener can expect anything, but it will always have a 

timeless feel,” explains Kenneth. 

Dubbed the godfather of the Danish dance scene, he was the first to 

make a 12 inch remix in Denmark. Bager was recently rated the 4th most 

influential person in the cultural life of Copenhagen, and the English 

magazine DJ placed him in their list of the 100 best DJs in the world in 1993. 

Always one to give his all in the name of Art, Kenneth has been known to lie 

beneath a 2-ton elephant at a video shoot, and gobble handfuls of live 
WOrmS for the national news on prime time TV. He’s DJ’d for Stone 

Roses, and at private parties for a host of artists, incl. Depeche Mode and 

New Order, and he’s spun vinyl from London’s legendary Spectrum via 

Germany’s Dorian Gray to Ibiza’s Pacha, he’s done more radio shows and 

magazine columns than you’ve had hot dinners... Yet that doesn’t count for 

anything in Kenneth’s cocooned world of blissed beats. The bumptious 

Bager is just interested in digging up lost gems and tickling your ears, oiling 

your aural areas and massaging your private parts with his sensual seven and 

even twelve inches when he’s really feeling it. 

So welcome to this series. Music for babies, for ravers, for crybabies, for 

lounge lizards, for your hearts and minds and well... you! 



CD One, 

When Ewan Pearson’s not hammering out techy jackboots as his alter ego 

Maas, he retires to his green and golden delicious World Of Apples with his 

Granny Smiths and some wildlife. If Sigmund Freud had wanted a man to 

make music to soundtrack his dreams, these meditative meanderings would 

have been them. Moosical paradise... On the subject of paradise, 

Japanese chill supremo Calm has mastered the art of conjuring up the soul of 

Vangelis while meditating with Art Of Noise in a 21st century beatscape 

called Light Years and inspired, he tells us, “by the dreams that I dream while I 

am sleeping, tasty food, John Coltrane, Miles Davis, riding on a bike.”... 

Moby gave up riding his bike in New York ‘cos it kept getting pinched, but 

who needs two wheels when you’ve got the ability to unlock the door in 

everyone’s head marked memory and at the same time and let the emotions 

flood out? A dark soul symphony and proof that there was life before Play... 

as Moby uses simple emotions to latch onto people. Banzai Republic can do 

that with just a beat. ‘In My Home’ is basic but effective, like a golf ball maybe 

or breasts... 

Mos Def - what’s this? Rap on a chill-out collection. Hmm, but hang on, this 

is a pure funk sound. Mister Mos sings like a poet; inspires like Marvin Gaye 

as he beckons Umi to shine his light on the world ... the mysterious Ralph 

Myerz and chums from Norway are riding the crest of th6 Nordic 

funk wave, chucking otherworldly music out like it’s going out of fashion, 

coaxing trolls from the woods, snow from the sun and water from the desert. 

A seven inch rarity and mother, is this fresh... Ganga, a vital tool for drifting 

off into dream unconsciousness and the namesake of the next tune ‘Hifi 

Love’, a foggy jazz ditty that meanders down a technicolour path of shimmering 

Rhodes and guitars. Tripped out... 

If one instrument has been undervalued in modern music for discotheques 

(apart from the lonely French horn) it has to be the accordion, but Dr Rockit, 

one of Britain’s true innovators and a fine beat surgeon, is set to resuscitate 

all that. A shimmering 1930’s French ballroom of a tune with guitar couplets 

twirling around, the innocent flash of a petticoat, the whiff of freshly baked 

baguettes and the acrid pong of garlic... hmm, the gentle prattle of a 2 CV 

spluttering down a bijou country lane. Wake up. WAKE UP! You see how this 

music makes you dream... Darshan Jesrani and Morgan Geist not only share 



lovely sounding names but also know how to cobble a dicky electronic tune 

together too as Metro Area. ‘Caught Up’ is the sound horses hear when 

they’re snoozing. Clip clop smooth techno... 

Nils Petter Molvaer knows all 

about the sublime and the 

ambient as headmaster of the 

Scandinavian old school 
ECM merchants. Our gappy 

toothed friend Herbert is on the 

mix, taking Molvaer’s trumpet 

and tucking it into bed with a 

sexy snare... Radiohead and 

Zero 7, what a team, eh? The 

mix the 7 did of ‘Climbing Up 

The Walls’ after their mate 

slipped it out of Thom Yorke’s 

studio to them has become 

a cult chill classic already. 

Melancholy beauty for sleepy 

lovers... 

“Wake up. WAKE UP! 
You see how this 

music makes you 

dream...” 
What Music For Dreams artist Phil Mison doesn’t know about chill-out music 

you could write on a fly, so it’s lucky he spotted this State River Widening 

treasure for us. The sort of record that will sit collecting dust, happy in the 

knowledge it’s made at least one man happy. New 3COUStiC folk, 
people... That man Mison pops up again, this time in his Cantoma guise, as 

possibly the most modest man in music with his guitar that gently weeps 

over the faintest murmur of vocals. A less-is-more sunset tune. 
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Mos Def 



Radiohead/ 
Climbing Up The Walls (Zero 7 mix) 

We hadn’t done a remix before and were finding it hard to persuade someone to 

entrust us with their music. We jokingly asked Nigel (Radiohead producer) if he 

could sneak us a tape of the album they had been working on. He did his bit, we 

did ours, and most of all Radiohead did theirs by agreeing to release a mix that 

they’d never asked for, by remixers they’d never heard of... 

LUCKY THAT. 

Sam Hardaker & Henry Binns - Zero 7 



“And I fly 

through space at 

speed” 

Calm/Light Years 
Speed of light, unknown speed that people can't still overtake even if they try so 

hard. And I fly through space at speed, what world extends there? In a sense, it’s 

like it makes me feel melancholic and I expressed that feeling as a song. 

Ralph Myerz 

& The Jack Herren Band/Nikita 

It is said to be a tribute to (as well 

as inspired by) the beautiful girls in 

their lives... 



Banzai Republic/In My Home 
In mid-November 2000 we were emptying out the basement to make room for a temporary 

recording installation at Buddha’s place. We came across a small cupboard, which seemed 

surprisingly heavy for its size. 

We opened it up to discover a stack of 60’s German vinyl, mostly crap but also 

including 3 albums of arguably the greatest gospel singer ever recorded: Mahalia Jackson. Much 

happiness and inspiration was the result. ‘In My Home’ is our tribute to this truly great talent. 

Banzai Republic 
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State River Widening/Your Chance Ended There 

‘Your Chance Ended There' started as a gentle guitar figure in two parts. It was 

only after we added the drums that the second section emerged as a fertile, 

rhythmic template over which we could layer marimbas and keyboards. It seemed 

to make a nice contrast to the more pastoral opening, which features a Roland 

synthesiser impersonating a Sun Ra Arkestra brass section playing Cluster! Nearly 

everything on the song is first take stuff. The title comes from an off-hand comment 

made in the studio, “you’ve got one take to get this right, if you don't YOUR 

CHANCE ENDED THERE!” It’s a scientifically romantic piece. 

Metro Area/Caught Up 

“Before we let you in, there's 



I 
World of Apples/The Cows At Jodrell Bank 

in April 1999, my girlfriend and i were driving through Cheshire on the way 

hack from a friend's wedding. We made a short diversion to look at a SpQC€ 
observatory called jodrell Bank, which houses one of the world's largest 

radio telescopes. In front of these massive dishes pointing up into the sky, scooping 

up the light from old stars, was a field full of cows looking impassive as only cows 

can. I took a photo of these unlikely neighbours and as I did l realised they 

would also make a great title for a track. 

A few months later l wrote a 

piece of music to go with the title. 

Although l don't really think that 

music is capable of painting pictures, 

the contrasts between the acoustic 

sounds, piano and guitar, and 

the spacey rumbles and radio 

noises does capture something 

about that image and how I was 

feeling at the time I saw it As a 

listener, you can't know whether 

that's true or not But I hope you like 

the track anyway. 

Ewan Pearson - London 

Dr. Rockit/Cafe de Flore 
Originally, 'Cafe De Flore’ was commissioned by Yves Saint Laurent for a fashion 

show. Fortunately for us they didn’t like it, so we added the drums, shortened it 

and released it ourselves. It contains sounds recorded at ‘Cafe De Flore' itself on 

Boulevard Saint Germain, Poris. - Matthew Herbert 

“Paris” 



It’s rare for a remixer to be sent such an array of acoustic, percussive and 

melodic sounds to work with, and as such I found it a rather intimidating 

project I was very moved, though, by the trumpet playing melodies with 

my style of harmonic composition and beat structures. I never got to find 

out if he was happy with the result and I hope it wasn’t too far away from 

what he had in mind, but that’s the hard part of the remix - to re-interpret 

the original in a unique way. Both must be present, but when the original is 

of such a high standard, it get’s harder and harder to re-present it without 

trivia Using or abusing it. My only regret is that I didn’t have more time to 

work on it 

Matthew Herbert 



Gcingci/Hifi Love 
One late afternoon, the studio was nice and sunny and the woman of my life 

came in with ginjtonics. We got ourselves out in the sunshine - looking at the 

deep blue sea - sipping our drinks - talking about the song that had been inside 

my brain since early that morning. Suddenly she leaned over and looked at me 

intensely, “Come out little song’ , she whispered and put her 

beautiful hand on my forehead, ucome out and play”. And so it happened, that 

this little song was born out of my forehead right into the sunny day, without 

even the slightest bit of hesitation. 

We immediately named it Hip Love. 

Thanks Mini. 
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Cantomci/Ecirly Till Late 
I got the name when Kenneth (Eager) phoned me, desperate for 

a title for the record. I was in London at the time, so I looked in a 

phone box at all the cards that call girls leave, and one said 

“special service early till late ”, so i thought that will do. 





Tigers can only see images 

in black and white 

...so they dream of zebras. 



Bliss’ The Suns Of Afterlife’. Hey, 

who said all dreams were happy? 

Bliss stoke up a melancholy sunset 

like that feeling of the horizon 

swallowing the sun in a purely 

blissful orgasmic gulp... And as the 

sun goes down and the moon rises, 

the ‘Moon Beat’ pulses slowly in 

the world of LTJ X-Perience. Gently 

tickling the waves, this moonlight 

sonata for the Balearic 

generation tinkles the ivories 

as the ship goes down and the 

piano drowns under a sonic wave. 

With a strong leftfield heritage, the 

Japanese Silent Poets drop their anthemic piano ‘To Come’, a keyboard dub 

symphony that will have you reaching for your pyjamas before you can say 

“777777777...”... Bent need little introduction as pioneers of the lazy groove. 

Their policy might be to buy loads of rubbish second-hand records, but they 

manage to turn the old rotters into the most gorgeous Balearic beauts like 

‘Cylons In Love’ with its sparkling guitars... Chill-out isn’t just about electronics 

as Klint prove, mooching into the room like a tripped out Donovan sharing 

his love beads with the Beta Band. Probably the shortest, loveliest song in 

leftfield at 2 minutes long, ‘Closer’ is living proof that short but sweet works a 

treat... Royksopp’s magnificent ‘Eple’ will be remembered in years to come as 

a landmark in electronic music. 

I, 

CD Two 

CD Two 

Pings of glacial i I Nordic funk, a holy groove plucked 

from God’s own beard and a finer invention than Rubik’s Cube. All hail the 

new kings of the leftfield... J Walk’s ‘Soul Vibration’ is the kind of record that 

will make you stand up and salute whoever invented music in the first place. 

An unadulterated gem of snow-melting soul jazzed up in a 21st century 

sampler that would have an old peoples’ home dancing before you could say 

‘time for tea’ and hasn’t left Gilles Peterson’s box since he was born... 

A gypsy swirl of accordion, harmonica, violin and suddenly the caravan of 

sound that is the Gotan Project hurtles through the Parisian night, seedy as a 

randy granddad ... St Germain’s Ludovic Navarre has sold more 

records lately than Celine Dion, and his ‘Rose Rouge’jazz break is largely 

responsible. He may still live at home with his parents, but he is living proof 

that real musicianship still thrives... must be those cups of tea his mum makes 

him... “The earth was like a marble and I was a giant upon it” announce 

Trans-Global Underground feat. Natacha Atlas on their ‘Sky Giant’ drum 

workout. Tripping North African drums whisk Ms Atlas higher and higher 



into a nirvana of incense, the call for prayer seeping into sleepy heads and 

reviving the spirit... Spiritual opium aplenty next with more wailing, lashings 

of mint tea, the hookah pipe bubbling away and pools of light cast into the 

slumbering darkness from Intro with their hypnotic ‘Zambra’ before... 

Mancunian maniacs Fingathing are big with the likes of Mr Scruff and you 

can see why as their waltzing double bass lays down with a smooth violin 

and gives it a damn good rodding before some exquisite water torture from 

Danish DJ Grassskirt - the name says it all, the feeling of blanket security you 

get after a happy slumber with a Spanish guitar massaging your pillowed 

head into oblivion... Last, but by no means least, the delicate layers of 

Marcel’s ‘Promiseland’ slowly build into a magic carpet woven with bells, 

murmuring drums and insect life providing a Valium-like state of coma. And 

like the hypnotist says: 

“now... sleep...” 

Royksopp/Eple 
“Imagine two cheeky little kids blowing up an apple with 

10 firecrackers. Then multiply the satisfactory feeling these 

kids will get by a million.,f - Royksopp 



Gotcin Project/Triptico 
Triptlco is a milonga, introduced by the guitar of Eduardo Makaroff, 

which moves slightly into a house beat Built in three parts (as its name 

indicates) the track opens with the bandoneon of Nini Flores, then conies 

the piano of the master Gustavo Beytelmann, and for the climax arrives 

the violin of Line Kruse. Triptico is still played by the most acclaimed Djs in 

the world like Giles Peterson, Peter Kruder, Rainer Truby, joe Claussell 

and many more... Since its release, this track has become a real hit on 

dance floors all around the world. 

J-Wcilk/Soul Vibration 
‘Soul Vibration' marked the return of j-Walk and Pleasure after a 

12-month break following the loss of a much respected friend and 

colleague. Out of sorrow and into the light, 
this is indeed a soul vibration. 



Bliss/The Suns of Afterlife 
I have seen the 3 suns shining from the other world. Even though it 
feels tempting to cross the border, I choose to stay for a while... until 

my work in this world is complete. - Bliss 

Mcircel/Promisplcind 

“A song about the yearning that keeps you 

going. You travel to the Promised land, but 

you arrive where you never wanted to be.” 



Gmssskirt/ 
‘On My Own'is a controlled and soulful tune where the majority of the soul 

comes from the guitar sample taken from an old African folk song from 

1972 called 'Bongo'. What is soul? Soul is many things to many people. 

Its from the heart, the heart and soul are connected. So soul is from within. 

Soul is an eternal force... - Crassskirt 



Bent/Cylons In 
This track was written in summer of 

1998, it's quite old now! Me and Nail 

started writing this together about 

two robots serenading each other. 

We were talking about the usual 

rubbish - robot pornographic 

magazines and robots in love and 

stuff! I went away for a day and Nail 

had put some lyrics on it through a 

vocoder. He was singing about what 

he was going through personally at 

the time, but in this voice of a robot 

from Battlestar galactica, 
which we thought was well funny. 

What do you think?! - Bent 

I 

Fingcithing/You Fly Me 
Fingathing are a live duo featuring a double-bassist (Sneaky) and a turntablist 

(Peter Parker). This slightly uncharacteristic track features Sneaky, who wrote this 

instrumental love song for his long-time overseas girlfriend. “The glass-eyed haze 

of flying away from someone you love, not knowing when you’ll see them again. 

LTJ X-Peripnce/Moon Beat 
The inspiration for this track came to me when I thought about merging the West 

Coast jazz of the 50’s with the down-tempo rhythms that are now used in chill-out 

tracks. Italy meets California... 

19 





Klint/Closer 
“I was watching a scene from an old 60’s film where a man jumped into 

a swimming pool and slowly sank to the bottom. There was no music.” 

Seba/Klint 



Trcins-Globcil Underground/Sky Giant 
'Sky Giant took a long time to produce. The track grew out of a five-minute song, 

entitled'Bullfrogs Are Having Their Throats Cut for reasons too complex and boring 

to go into. This recording took around a year ofon-and-offwork to complete and 

features the drums of johnny Kalsi and the Dhol Foundation. This troupe of Indian 

drummers have appeared live with TGU on many occasions... there are anything 

from 5 to 50 of them. The component 

parts of *Sky Giant were bolted 

together with special lightweight 

tungsten rivets, kissed gently and 

then... and then the whole thing 

flew gracefully into the sky, and its 

still there. 

Intro/Zambra 
Zambra is one of the many types of gypsy music. One of the first fusions that was 

made between Qypsy ITIUSIC and electronic music. The result, as you can 

see, is marvellous because a lot of people that don't like traditional gypsy music 

enjoy this. 
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St. Germciin/Rose Rouge 
ROSE ROUGE was an underground Parisian jazz cabaret that 

became legendary in the 50’s. I heard Mdrleno Shaw on 

a Live at Montreux 1970 vinyl. I was amazed by her voice right 

away and decided to sample her voice to make ROSE ROUGE. 



Kenneth Bciger... 
who, when and why? 

L A 
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Kenneth Bager... in his own words byway of explanation. “In the 1970’s 
I liked mood music, it could be an emotional Bee Gees record, a George Benson 

or Marvin Gaye tune.” 

So begins the Kenneth Bager odyssey into sonic Sophistication as he 

starts to explain the beliefs behind the Music For Dreams label and this 

compilation. “I’m not one of these DJs who can say they first played at the 

Hacienda or got their first gig warming up for Todd Terry,” mutters Kenneth 

modestly. “When I first started DJing in ‘79 I was playing jazz funk, studying 

the Record Mirror for tips, living in a small farming community called HobfO 

and playing in pubs wearing swimming trunks, lipstick and a wig. It wasn’t 

unusual for me to be playing Bernard Edward and Nile Rodgers productions 

to rockers threatening me not to play another James Brown tune.” 

Thus spoke Kenneth on his innocent first steps into the heady world of DJing. 

But like Carl Cox’s old job running a mobile disco or Elton John’s former life 

as a window cleaner under his real name R6g Dwig ht, it takes time to 

make a difference! 

London 1988 Afrika Bambaataa, London 1984 

By 1981, Kenneth wasn’t really any further up the DJ ladder, getting paid £20 

for playing OMD and Soft Cell mixed up with Siouxsie and the Banshees, U2 

and the Fatback Band. Not exactly Danny Tenaglia, is it, but he was on the 

road. Getting signed to a DJ agency and getting out of Denmark for five 

minutes were next on the agenda! 

“I went to Ibiza in 1981, accidentally strolled by the Cafe Del Mar and heard a 

Jean Michel Jarre track wafting out. I thought, hmm, this is definitely 

not something you can get in Denmark. It helped that San Antonio at that 

time was full of lots of transvestites and pop stars and absolutely mental,” 

reminisces Kenneth. 

6:50 OR,. BAKER CLIVE) 

7:00 WESTBAM ^ 

7:55 N R G CLIVE) 

8:15 DJ TEAM MILK Hjjjyy 

8:30 MARK SPOON 

10:25 MASTERS OF DESASTER CLIVE) 

10:45 DJ ROLAND RPM 



on board the weird and wondrous sights he’d seen as well as the 

Balearic vibes that had captured his shapely ears, Kenneth went back to 

Denmark, burnt his Simple Minds collection and came correct with a mad 

mash-up of LL Cool J’s ‘Rock The Bells’, Man Parrish and Afrika Bambaataa. 

Everyone left the dancefloor... but the fuse had been lit. 

In a fit of innovative genius cum lunacy, in 1986 Kenneth promoted AMOK, a 

one-off event in a Danish cinema. The door staff were dressed up as the people 

from Clockwork Orange , the toilets were so full of kids toys you 

couldn’t do your business, the dancefloor was littered with popcorn, oil 25 

made the floor slippery and he played a movie upside-down while local boxers 

punched each other’s lights out in a boxing ring in the middle of the dance 

floor. Oh yeah, and did we mention the towers of scaffolding where strippers 

played with dildos? 

Two years later, Kenneth had just about recovered enough to go back to 

Ibiza two weeks after Danny Rampling and Paul Oakenfold had been over on 

what would later be known as An Important Date In Dance Music History. 

He got so much ‘inspiration’ that he went back to Copenhagen 
wearing suspenders and make-up, playing records from Amnesia and walking 

around Scandinavia with a dreamy look in his eye and a suspicious bulge in 

his trousers. Going back again in 1988, and inspired by mad nights in San 

Antonio, he was determined to ape the lunacy when back home and - 

together with four friends - set up a club called Coma (Copenhagen Offers 

More Action) on 20th August 1988. That was basically the start of the first 

house night ever in Scandinavia and people came from all over the world 

- Ibiza, Sweden, England - people like Paul Oakenfold, Bomb The Bass, 

Norman Jay, Todd Terry, Bob Jones, Jungle Brothers, Coldcut and Raze. 

Kenneth also holds the rare trophy of being involved in opening the first 

shop (also called Coma) to sell record bags in Scandinavia. 

1987 



1992 

A series of bizarre one-offs followed, including a party called Kaos to 

launch a single by Kenneth’s band Dr Baker. The ticket was a t-shirt that 

everybody had to wear. All the guests had to be at a railway station at the 

same time, get on a train, then walk into a wood and party! Next step was 

dub Baby, a club he started with his partner in crime Camilla Wisofeldt. 

On New Year’s Eve 89/90, he managed to get the KLF to play an amazing 

15 minute version of ‘What Time Is Love?’ (the biggest club tune at the time) 

with a little known warm-up band called The Orb playing sheep noises 
to the bemused Danish pastries. Visitors of Club Baby included Danny 

Rampling, Westbam, Guru Josh, Colin Faver, Double Trouble, Gordon 

Matthewman aka Blow (Trumpet Thing), Sven Vath, Rozalia and Boy George. 

In January 1990, Coma records was launched. Dr Baker’s ‘KaOS*, which 

sold over 110,000 copies worldwide, was caned (as they say in the biz) by 

Carl Cox and Paul Oakenfold, and the intro siren of Kaos was sampled by 

various world reknowned Dj's and producers. 

Coma went on to release records by KLF, 

Shamen, Moby, Miro, Dance To Trance, FPI 

Project and Mental Generation’s ‘Cafe Del 

Mar’. Bager’s 2 month production 
journey with the Overlords ‘Sundown’ 

became a European club anthem, selling 

approximately 250,000 copies and was #1 

in the German techno charts. 

A few years later, Kenneth started a new club 

and label both going under the name of Flex. The basement in the club 

became the first playground for the danish electronica scene, a hang-out 

for such luminaries as Opiate (Hobby Industries) and Dub Tractor. He 

licensed (for better or for worse) tracks like Whigfield’s ‘Saturday Night’ 

and Outthere Brothers’ ‘Fuck You In The Ass’, still one of the best titles of 

any record ever. 

In 1995, he did his first ‘Music For Dreams’, still rated by many Djs as one of 

the best chill-out compilations ever, racking up artists like The Beloved, 

Stina Nordenstam, Deep Forest and Coldcut alongside old bods like 

Peter Gabriel, Brian Eno, Ennio Morricone and Michael Nyman. 

Cafe Atlantis, 
Copenhagen, 19 
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In the years that followed, Flex released the Ambient Ibiza series 

and material by Armand van Helden, Boris Dlugosch, BBE, Baby D, Josh 

Wink, Tom Wilson, Hypetraxx, Paul Johnson, 

Ruffneck, Celvin Rotane, Storm, Heller & Farley, 

Ramirez, Dj Sakin & Friends, and lately Santos, 

Norman Bass and lio. 

Praise aside, the figures speak for themselves. 

Flex has now sold over 3.5 million records 

worldwide (own productions) and has had 

tracks on over 40 million compilation CDs. 

What we’re trying to say is that all this stuff and ITOnSGnSG, memories 

and good times are what have shaped the blueprint of ‘Music For Dreams’ 

and Kenny’s love for many styles of music. 

The actual reason why he picked up on the ‘Music For Dreams’ idea was that 

he’d never got the idea out of his head, and all those CDs he’d burnt at home 

had to go somewhere. 

So why a book? Well, bookstores all over the world sell ambient music, so 

why not combine the two and tell you some stories while you’re listening to 

the music. 

27 

And the title? Well, you’ve got Kenny’s friend Niels to thanks for that. When 

the two were playing around with names back in 1994, Niels started thinking 

about Brian Eno’s ‘Music For Airports’ and wondered why no-one had made 

any music for our poor, lonely dreams. 



cd One 
1. World of Apples 

- The Cows At Jodrell Bank 6:31 

Written & produced by Ewan Pearson 

Licenced courtesy of Giant 45 

© 2000 Ideal Recordings 

Published by Copyright Control 

2. Calm - Light Years 5:26 

Written & produced by Farr 

© 1999 Manufactured by Lastrum Corporation 

Published by Lastrum Corporation/ 

Filament Music Publishers 

3. Moby - Memory Gospel 

Written, recorded & produced by Moby 

Mixed by Mario Caldato Jnr. 

© 1998 Mute Records Limited 

Published by Little Idiot Music/ 

Warner Tamberlane (BM!) 

4. Banzai Republic 

- In My Home (Original) 

Written, produced, arranged 

8; mixed by Banzai Republic. 

Executive producer Kenneth Bager 

All instruments by Banzai Republic 

Recorded at Moonraker Studios 

Mastered by Banzai Republic 

Contains sample from ‘In My Home Over There’ 

written by Bobby Smith and performed by 

Mahalia jackson, used by kind permission 

from Universal Music Enterprises 

© 2001 Music For Dreams 

Published by Bess Music Co./EMI Music 

Publishing/Edition Re-Flex 

5. Mos Def-Umi Says 5:10 

Written by D. Smith & D. Kennedy 

Produced by Mos Def & D. Kennedy 

Fender Rhodes by Will I Am Of The Black Eyed Peas 

Hammond Organ by Weldon irvine 

Mos Def appears courtesy of Rawkus Entertainment 

© 2000 Rawkus Records 

Published by EMI Blackwood Music Inc./Medina 

Sound Music (BMI)/Nkasa Masai (ASCAP) 

6. Ralph Myerz & The Jack Herren Band - Nikita 5:22 

Written, produced & performed by 

Ralph Myerz 8* The Jack Herren Band 

6:38 ® Telle Records, Published by Copyright Control 

7. Ganga - Hifi Love 

Written, produced & mixed by 

Christian Ronn for Bim Bam Recordings 

Vocals by Heile Chirholm 

© Bim Bam Recordings 

Published by Copyright Control 

4:58 

8. Dr. Rockit - Cafe De Flore 

Written by M. Herbert 

Produced by Matthew ‘GIT Herbert 

Recorded at Swingtime 

© 2000 Lifelike 

Published by Soundsiike Music/Bucks Music 

9. Metro Area - Caught Up 

Written & produced by Morgan Geist 

andDarshanjesrani 

Strings by Kelley Polar Quartet 

Licenced from Environ, © 2000 Environ 

Published by Hydroelectric Music (ASCAP) 

10. Nils Petter Molvaer 

- Merciful (Herbert’s We Mix) 

Written by Nils Petter Molvaer & Sidsei Endrese 

Remix and additional production by 

Matthew ‘Fiat Tyre’ Herbert , 

Recorded at Swingtime 

© 2000 Molvaer Music A/S 

Published by Molvaer Music A/S 

11. Radiohead 

- Climbing Up the Walls (Zero 7 mix) 

Written By Radiohead 

Produced by Radiohead & Nigel Godrich 

Remixed by Henry Binns and S3m Hardaker 

@ Shabang Studios 

6:32 © 1997 EMI Records Ltd. 

Published by Warner Chappell Music Ltd. 

12. State River Widening 

- Your Chance Ended There 

Written by David Sheppard fc Keiron Phelan 

Guitars, bass & marimba by David Sheppard 

8:20 Organ, guitars, electric piano & marimba by K. P 

Drums by Jon Steele 

Recorded by Colin Peter at Keep Calm, London 

State River Widening appear courtesy of Rockf 

© State River Widening 

Published by Copyright Control 

8:00 13. Cantoma - Early Till Late 

Written & produced by Phil Mison 

Guitar by Phil Mison. Vocals by Silvana Malta 

Recorded & mastered at Realtime Studios, Cope 

© 2001 Music For Dreams 

Published by Westbury Music 



1. Bliss - The Suns of Afterlife 8:00 

Written by Bliss & Tchando 

poduced, arranged & mixed by Bliss 

Vocals by Tchando 

Percussion by Jacob Andersen 

Violins by Kim Sjogren & The Mermaid Orchestra 

Trumpet by KasperTranberg 

Bass by Mads Vinding 

Harmonica by Ojvind Ougaard 

(feyboards by Bliss 

■corded at Realtime and Bach Studio, Copenhagen 

Mastered by Michael Pfundheller 

Executive producer Kenneth Bager 

B 200 i M usic For Drea ms 

Published by Copyright Control/ 

IMI-Casadida Music Publishing/Edition Re-Flex 

f2.LTJX-Perience - Moon Beat 5:10 

Written by Rinaldi & Garofalo 

Keys by Maestro GaTofalo 

Produced by Luca LTJ Trevisi & Ohm Guru 

© 1999 Irma Records 

lublished by Music Market Publishing 

p. Silent Poets - To Come 5:26 

Written & produced by Michiharu Shimoda , 

BiTakahiroHaruno 

■corded & mixed by Shojiro Watanabe 

■urtesyof East West France 

© 1999 Toy's Factory/Yellow Productions 

iwi Rights Reserved 

4.Bent-Cylonsln Love 5:14 

■ Written & produced by Simon Mills & Nail Tolliday 

©2000 Sports/Ministry Of Sound Recordings Ltd. 

, Published by Ministry Of Sound Music Publishing/ 

EMI Music Publishing Ltd. 

15. Klint-Closer 2:08 

Written by Seba & josh Harvey 

Klint appear courtesy of Tritone Records 

©2001 Tritone Records Ltd. 

Published by Tritone Records Ltd. 

6.RByksopp-Eple 3:50 

| Written, produced & arranged by ROyksopp 

iROyksopp are Svein Berge & Torbjom Srundtiand 

Appear courtesy of Wall Of Sound 

©2001 Wail Of Sound Recordings 

[Published by Copyright Control 

7. J-Walk-Soul Vibration 5:07 

Written by Martin Fisher & Martin Desai 

Produced by j-Walk at Codebreaker 

© 2000 Pleasure Music 

Published by Copyright Control 

' 8. Gotan Project-Triptico 8:25 

Written by Philippe Cohen Soial/Christoph H. 

Mueller/Eduardo 

Produced by Gotan Project 

Electronics & beats by PCS & CHM 

Acoustic guitar by Eduardo Makaroff 

Bandoneon by Avelino Fiores 

Piano by Gustavo Beytelmann 

Violin by Line Kruse 

© Science & Melodie 

Published by Science & Melodie 

9.St. Germain-Rose Rouge 6:56 

Written, produced & mixed by Ludovic Navarre 

at The Magic House Studio 

Produced for release by Nicolas Pfiug 

Performed by Mariena Shaw used under licence from 

Blue Note Records, a division of Capitol Records, Inc. 

Trumpet by Pascal Ohse 

Saxophone/flute by Edouard Labor 

Keyboards by Alexandre’Destrez 

Talking drum by Idrissa Diop 

Percussion by Cameiro 

Baryton by Ciadio (Cacao) De Qeiroz 

Guest Ernest Rangiin 

Conductor Ludovic Navarre 

© 2000 Primary Society 

Published by Primary Society Publishing/ 

EMI Music Publishing France 

10. Trans-Global Underground 

feat. Natacha Atlas-Sky Giant 7:46 

Written by Mantu/Kasiek/Atias 

Vocals by Natacha Atlas 

Dhols by The Dhol Foundation (johnny. Dips and Gurjit) 

Tabla by johnny Kalsi 

© 1998 Nation Records Ltd. 

Published by WamerChappeil Music 

11. Intro -Zambra 5:45 

Written by Ignacio & Francisco Sotomayor Roman 

Produced by Nacho & Francisco Sotomayor 

Vocals by Manuel Lorente 

Spanish guitar by Luis Monje ‘Camaron’ & Jesus Roman 

Mixed by Caiman Estudios, Madrid 

Mastered by Joaquin Medina 

Executive Producer Carlos Arias C.A.S 

© Hybrid Records 

Published by Canto De La Cueva Editorial 

12. Fingathing - You Fly Me 3:08 

Written by Sneaky 

Produced by Sneaky & James Ford 

® 2000 Grand Central Records Ltd. 

Published by Copyright Control 

13. Grassskirt - On My Own 4:40 

Written, produced & arranged by Grassskirt (Jam K.) ' 

Additional vocals by Caecilie Norby 

Mixed by M. Pfundheiier&jam K. 

@ Flex Studio, Copenhagen 

Mastered by M. Pfundheller 

@ Flex Studio, Copenhagen 

Executive Producer Kenneth Bager 

© 2001 M usic For Drea ms 

Published by Sunzet France/Copyright Control 

‘On My Own’ contains a samplefrom ‘Mona Ki Ngi Xica’ 

written by Barcelo De Cavolha & Bonga Kwenda, 

performed by Bonga and used by kind permission 

from Lusafrica 

14. Marcel - Promiseland 6:30 

Written & Produced by Marceil Dudds 

Mixed by Alex at Homework - Studio 

Licenced courtesy of Mole Listening Pearls/ 

UCMG Germany 

© 2000 UGAR/UCMG Hungary 

Published by UCP Hungary 

Product Manager Charlotte Wlsofeldt 
Coordination Psa Rasmussen & Tine Ingevold 

Special thanks to Lars von Trier & Peter Aalbaek for 
taking time out. 
Artwork by Kunde & Co. Jeanette Welche, Martin Gottsch, 
Jacob McCaffrey, Nick Riiey, Glenn Weston & jasper Sonderaas 
Coordination Marie Iversen & Su/.i Hansen 
Logo by Peter Stenbaak 
Photos by Steen Troile, Caiabazitas Tiernaz, Angeia 
Hayward, Leon Chew, Thom Yourke/DiltyGem, Michael Kelley/ 
Morgan Geist, Andrew Cannon, Eigii Rryid, Fiona Fiumi, 
Kristina Hasiund, C. Barbera, Marie Rognerud. Philippe 
Levy', Matt Bright, Carlos Arias-Car, Ervin Raska, 
Oie Christiansen. Jens Norgaard Larsen, Pierre Winther, 
Ray Chan, Ase Helena Hansen, Jim Dyson & CF-Wesenberg. 
This compilation © & © 2001 Music For Dreams, 
Copenhagen Denmark. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 
Music For Dreams fax: +45 33 93 52 21 

Demos: Music for Dreams • Vognmagergade 10, DK-1120 Copenhagen K • www.musicfordreams.com 
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